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Figure 1 Simpliﬁed cycle of Interaction, prevailing challenge protocols
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Figure 2 Exemplary deterministic protocol

To reduce uncertainty associated with data manipulation (figure 2), challenge providers could supply a clean data set that does not allow feature
engineering. Single models or a list of models could be provided to guide participants. Hyperparameters could be pre-selected or a range of grid
search parameters could be offered. Ensembling could be saved for a later phase of the challenge or it could be based on supplied models. Removing
all uncertainty would undermine the purpose of respective challenges, since all participants would apply the same methods and would get the same
results. Therefore, deterministic uncertainty reduction should be treated as a trade-off between exploring certain aspects of machine learning and
finding the best model. Controlled environments (AWS, Azure, Google Cloud etc.) could facilitate the implementation of deterministic designs and are
already used by MLC providers as well as participants.
Table 1 Deterministic alternatives for prevailing MLC tasks
Challenge task
Standard design
Deterministic alternative
Data cleaning

Free to choose

Not to be cleaned data set

Feature engineering

Free to choose

Not to be feature engineered data set

Model selection

Free to choose

Pre-selected model(s)

Hyperparameter tuning

Free to choose

• Pre-selected hyperparameters
• Pre-defined grid-search range

Ensembling

Free to choose

• No ensembling
• Phased ensembling
• Ensembling based on pre-selected models

Conclusion
 Deterministic protocols increase evaluability of MLCs by separating interconnected tasks and by reducing uncertainty
 Task separation represents a trade-off between exploring aspects of machine learning and using participant freedom/creativity to find the best model
 Preferences of the challenge provider and respective consequences should be taken into account before restrictive designs are applied
 A stronger move towards controlled environments may be needed to foster the implementation of deterministic designs
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